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Ascendency-Submission   Reaction   Study   (All-
port)
Emotional Maturity
Social Attitudes Scales (TJmrstone)
Vocational Interest Analysis (Strong)
Occupational Interest Blank for Women (Man-
son)
There is however another vast field of psy-
chology. A person may have abilities and
yet not use them; may have learnt well and
yet not be able to use what he has learnt.
His life is not made up of intellect and skill
only—perhaps of them least of all. It con-
sists even more of emotion, feeling and will;
for the drives to action which our feelings
and desires supply, form the bases of our
personalities and characters.
Personality. One's personality depends
partly on the kind of physique he has,
whether he is fat or thin, tall or short, good
looking or plain; and also on the way his
hormones—the bio-chemical substances in
his blood that regulate the activities of his
inner bodily processes—are balanced. But
even more, his personality is a product of his
early experiences—the kind of home, par-
ents and nurses he had, and the accidents of
early childhood. These experiences react
upon his physical makeup, and on the few
instincts with which everyone is born. The
three basic instincts may for lack of better
terms be called affection, pugnacity, and
fear.
Instincts. If some sensitive part of a
baby is stroked or caressed, ha smiles and
coos. This instinctive behavior is the basis
of emotional love, of father, mother, or
furry eat. Developing through life it be-
comes complicated in all sorts of ways, in
relation to people and to ideals.
If the arms of a baby are hampered or
restrained, either by clothes, or by being
held against his will, he struggles and yells
and becomes angry, and in his own little
way tries to fight. From such small begin-
nings the instinct of pugnacity develops into
the emotion of anger.
The emotion of fear is at first only the
shrinking response that a baby makes when
he is let drop, or when he hears a sudden
noise. Soon, however, this primitive re-
sponse .becomes attached to other situations;
and by the time he has reached manhood,
he may have acquired a wide assortment of
unnecessary fears and terrors. To,under-
stand how each of these fears first arose, is
often a good way to get rid of them.
 The kind of person one becomes depends
then largely on the way he is treated as a
child. According to most psychologists the
early beginnings of his training are never
lost, but are built on and developed, and last
throughout life without great changes.
Pleasure or fear or rage or any other
emotion is always accompanied by bodily
changes. If a eat is lying idly by the fire
after a meal and a strange dog comes in and
barks at it, immediately the cat's fur rises
and also her stomach contracts and digestion
stops till she calms down again. So with us,
quickening of the pulse, blushing, trembling,
perspiring, the warm feeling around the
heart, the catch in the throat, the paralyzing1
of digestion, and other bodily changes ac-
company various emotions. Such close re-
lations between the body and the "mind"
are noticeable in the effects of alcohol, of
drugs, of loss of sleep, of hunger, and of
fatigue, all of which affect the extent to
which we become emotionally aroused.
So our fear and shyness, our oversensitive-
ness, anger, jealousy, affection, sentiment,
ambition, start and develop by the way the
people who influence our lives treat us—
our parents, brothers and sisters, teachers,
preachers, and companions. These traits of
personality are formed so early in our lives
that we have often no memory of the first
incident that caused us to be afraid of big
dogs, to hate cruel people, to be kind to the
unfortunate, etc. The people around us,
when we are young, do not all treat us the
same way, in fact the same person is sub-
ject to moods and changes in emotion, and
treats us differently at different times. So
our emotional reactions become tangled and
mixed. They conflict with one another. The
really timid person, instead of behaving
timidly, assumes an attitude of extreme
pugnacity; the kind person who is imposed
upon varies between kindness and cruelty;
and so on. Some people have a great deal
of trouble with these internal conflicts of
emotions, which interfere with learning and
with work. They cause a person to be
changeable and undependable; they may
lead to loss of self-confidence. The person
who is most liked and admired is one with a
well-balanced emotional life,—a so-called
integrated personality in which these con-
flicts are few.
Character and Will.—One's character is
very largely built upon this emotional basis.

